
1.Designed for P-4 controller, It is compatible with P-4 controller
   perfectly, and it can input letters and symbols easily and
   conveniently.
2.The wireless keyboard can be used to input letters and symbols to
   have a better experience of chatting, voice function, surfing,
   searching games, playing games and so on. This product is
   compatible with any versions of P-4 controller, and easy to install
   and take out from the P-4 controller.
3.While charging for the wireless keyboard, the P-4 controller can
   be charged too.

Guideline:
1. Firstly, connect the P-4 console with power and LCD. Then turn
     it on and its power light will be on.
2. Adjust the switch of keyboard to “ON” to turn on the wireless
     keyboard, the blue LED will twinkle once.
3. Please insert the 2.4G receiver into the P-4 console USB port,
     and press the pairing key within 15 seconds. At this time the
     pairing blue LED will flash and match automatically, after
     connecting the keyboard with the P-4 controller, (Note: Make
     sure the pairing distance is within 0.5m; if failed pairing, please
     reset the above steps.)
4. The blue LED will be off, while pairing successfully,
5. The wireless keyboard can be used directly next time when turn
     it on and do not need to reconnect them again, once the
     wireless keyboard is connected to the 2.4 G receiver.
6. The P-4 controller's sound can be played by the wireless
     keyboard's loudspeaker when you connect the keyboard to P-4
     original controller with the 3.5 audio jack, and put the power key
     at the station of Speake      .
7. The 3.5 audio jack of keyboard can be used with the original
     headset with the same effect as the original controller.
8. The wireless keyboard will enter into sleeping mode automatically
     when it is disconnected, it can be reconnected again by pressing
     any key, please restart the keyboard and reconnect them again if
     automatic connection fails.
9. Press the “shift” key and the needed symbol key at the same
     time, you can input the relevant symbols.
10. Lock in the capital input if p you press the “Caps Lock” key
     once,
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